
 
The European Cancer Rehabilitation & Survivorship 2018, the 17th Acta Oncologica Symposium, 

Copenhagen September 10-11, 2018 

ECRS 2018 is in preparation and we are happy to invite you for the fifth time to this Acta Oncologica Symposium for clinicians, 
researchers and people working in health administration on all levels in our societies, whether in the local community or in 
government. 

The large number of cancer survivors is constantly changing the agenda for both cancer treatment, late effect surveillance and 
our ideas for interventions, which may help survivors manage everyday life. This time, we have invited people active in different 
fields to cover life with late effects, intervention in both psychosocial areas and health behaviors, psychosocial aspects and our 
use of medical services. 

Confirmed keynote speakers (with preliminary titles) include: 

 Ali Amidi (DK) on cognitive dysfunction in cancer survivors 

 Fabrice Denis (FR) on patient reported outcomes in lung cancer follow-up 

 Jens Hillingsø (DK) on upper gastrointestinal surgery 

 Sandy Jack (UK) on prehabilitation during neoadjuvant cancer therapy 

 Maja Maraldo (DK) on cardiovascular disease after radiotherapy 

 Anja Mehnert (DE) on the question of responsibility for treating depressed cancer patients 

 Helle Pappot (DK) on precision medicine and its implications for cancer survivorship 

 Judith Prins (NL) on fear of cancer recurrence 

 Matthias Rose (DE) on the psychometrics of patient reported outcomes 

 and others to be announced soon 
 

The 17th Acta Oncologica Symposium is a way of listening to top international scientists in our field but also an excellent 
opportunity for communication with colleagues. It may even be an option for reflection on the route to follow in everyday 
practice, no matter where in the trajectory of cancer survivorship you are setting your footprint.  

ECRS 2018 offers an opportunity to gain more insight into subjects including: 

 Cancer treatment in the light of the introduction of personalized medicine 

 Use of Patient Reported Outcomes 

 How do we manage depression - one of the big three late effects 

 A discussion of how we actually measure the burden of cancer 

 Big data in relation to survivorship 
 

Also this year we will organize pre-symposium workshops on Sunday September 9, 2018 aimed at training and exchanging ideas 
about our fields of everyday practice and research. The program for this one-day opportunity is coming soon to our website. 

ECRS 2018 will be held at Charlottehaven in the inner city suburb of Østerbro, Copenhagen. 

Abstract submission will open in late February 2018. Registration will open on March 1, 2018. 

For further information: www.cancer.dk/ECRS 

Best regards and looking forward to seeing you in Copenhagen 
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https://www.charlottehaven.com/da/om/foto-video
https://www.cancer.dk/ecrs/

